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Impressive Wide Rear with Elegant Back Door Garnish

PROGR~SSIVE TECHNOLOGY

I

Be it a rush-hour slowdown, the race to office, or the highway frenzy, the new Celerio is equipped with
Auto Gear Shift Technology (AGS) that makes your every drive absolutely effortless.

CONTEM r oRARY DESIGN

I

The new Celerio is a true reflection of you. Progressive, stylish and contemporary.

Its dynamic

exterior that features stylish Front Grille Design, elegant back door garnish and a wide rear, makes
for a stunning first impression. A peek into its dual tone interiors with new seat fabric design is sure
to invite you to feel the richness of its refreshing new cabin. Truly, the current enhancement takes
the overall look a notch above.

STIMU ~ATING PERFORMANCE
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Feel the first burst of energy right as you turn on the ignition.

With the K-Next Engine with

Drive-by-Wire technology, feel the power while experiencing amazing fuel efficiency.
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CNG

23.10*kmpl 31.76*km/kg

*As certified by Test Agency under Rule 115 of CMVR, 1989.

(CNG MODE)

\ Stylish Alloy Wheels

UTMOS! SAFETY I
The stylish, elegant and comfortable

new Celerio comes with utmost safety and security. The car features

Driver Airbag as standard in every variant, Anti-lock Braking System for better control, front seat belts
pre-tensioner and force limiter and a host of other features.
The car is now also Pedestrian, Offset and Side Impact Safety Compliant. The new Celerio promises that
safety will be the least of your concerns.

UNMA TCHED COMFORT
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Be at complete ease as you discover a world of space in the new Celerio. Beyond its generous cabin space,
there is Seat Height Adjuster, Electronic ORVMs and a host of other features that take care of your
comfortable driving experience.
Seat Height Adjuster

